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Abstract: -  
  The fields of neuroscience and artificial intelligence (AI) have a long and interweaved history. In recent 

times, however, communication and collaboration between the two fields has less conventional. In this article, 

we discuss that better understanding of biological brains could play a vital role in building intelligent machines. 

However, we survey that historical interactions between the AI and neuroscience fields have emphasize the 

current advances in AI that have been inspired by the study of neural computation in humans and other animals. 

We conclude that by highlighting themes that have been the key for advancing the future research in both the 

fields. 

Last decades, automation technology has made a serious progress and today systematizes a wide range of tasks 

having before needed human physical and mental abilities. Nonetheless, a number of important problem domains 

remain that cannot yet be handled by our current machines and computers. A few prominent examples are 

applications involving “real-world” perception, situation assessment, and decision-making tasks. Recently, 

researchers have suggested to use the concepts of “Brain-Like Artificial Intelligence”, i.e. concepts inspired by 

the functioning principles of the human or animal brain, for  further advances these are the problems of domain. 

This article discusses that the potential of Brain-Like Artificial Intelligence for innovative automation solutions 

and reviews a number of approaches developed together with the ICT intellectual automation group of the Vienna 

University of Technology targeting the topics of “real-world” perception, situation assessment, and decision-

making for applications in building the automation environments and autonomous agents. Additionally, it is 

demonstrated by a concrete example how such developments can also be contributed for an advancement of the 

state of the art in the field of brain sciences. 

 In modern years, several studies have been provided insight on the functioning of the brain which consists of 

neurons and form networks via interconnection among them by synapses. Neural networks are formed by 

interconnected systems of neurons, and mainly there are two types, the Artificial Neural Network (ANNs) and 

Biological Neural Network (interconnected nerve cells). The ANNs are computationally influenced by human 

neurons and are used in model neural systems. The reasoning foundations of ANNs have been useful in variance 

detection, in areas of medicine such as instant physician, electronic noses, pattern recognition, and model 

biological systems. Advancing research in artificial intelligence are used in the architecture of the human brain 

seeks to model systems by studying the brain rather than looking towards the technology for brain models. This 

study explores the concept of ANNs as a simulator of the biological neuron, and its area of applications. It also 

explores why brain-like intelligence is needed and how it differs from the computational framework by comparing 

the neural networks to contemporary computers and their modern day implementation. 

Key Terms-    Artificial Neural Networks, Artificial Intelligence, Brain-like artificial intelligence, cognitive 

automation, machine perception, recognition, and decision-making. 

I Introduction 

 In modern years, rapid progress has been made in the related fields of neuroscience and artificial intelligence 

(AI). At the dawn of the computer age, work on AI was inextricably intertwined with neuroscience and 

psychology, and many of the early pioneers overlapped both the fields, with collaborations between these 

disciplines proving highly productive (Church land and Sejnowski, 1988; Herb, 1949; Hinton et al., 1986 ;) 

[1][2][3]. However, the interaction has become less every day, as both subjects have grown enormously in 
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complexity and disciplinary boundaries have solidified. In this review, we argue for the critical and ongoing 

importance of neuroscience in generating ideas that will accelerate and guide AI research. 

We begin with the premise that building the human-level general AI (or ‘‘Turing-powerful’’ intelligent systems; 

Turing, 1936) [4] is a scary task, because the search space of possible solutions is vast and likely only very 

sparsely populated. We argue, therefore underscores for the utility of analyzing the inner workings of the human 

brain— the only existing proof that is intelligence is even possible. Studying animal cognition and its neural 

implementation also plays a vital role as it can provide a window into various important aspects of higher level 

of general intelligence. 

The benefits to developing AI is closely expanded by biological intelligence are two-fold. First, neuroscience 

provides a rich source of inspiration for new types of algorithms and architectures, independent of complementary 

to the mathematical and logic-based methods and ideas that have largely dominated traditional approaches to AI. 

For example, was a new facet of biological computation found to be critical to supporting a rational function, and 

then we would consider that it is an excellent candidate for incorporation into artificial systems. Second, 

neuroscience can provide validation of AI techniques that already exist. 

II   ANATOMY OF A NEURON  

The foundational unit of the human brain is the neuron which refers to the nerve cell and its processes. Neurons 

are found in ganglia of the brain and in the spinal cord (Snell et al., 2010). They receive input from other neurons 

and are specialized cells capable for reacting to incentives and conducting nerve impulses. Neurons differ in shape 

and size, and each neuron has a cell body consisting of processes called Neuritis. The neuritis also known as 

dendrites and are responsible for receiving and conducting information towards the cell body.  The term nerve 

fiber is used to refer to the dendrites and axons which conduct impulses away from the cell body as can be seen 

in Figure 1[5]. 

 
Figure 1 Parts of Biological Neuron  

Figure 1.shows a biological neuron with various parts which includes: 

(a) The Dendrites  

(b) The Cell body or Soma  

(c) The Axon  

The neurons have branched projections called dendrites which helps to direct electrochemical stimulation 

received from neighboring neural cells via synapses located at a number of points around the dendritic arbor to 

the cell body of the neuron from which the dendrites project (Mugabe, 2012) [6]. Dendrites are important in 

uniting synaptic inputs and deciding the degree neurons produce action potentials. It has been reported that 

dendrites release neurotransmitters and support action potentials which were previously thought to be axon 

specific. The soma is where signals from the dendrites are joined and passed on; they serve to maintain the cell 

and keep the neuron functionally but they do not play an active role in the transmission of neural signal. The axon 

is a slender, long expanded part of a neuron that directs impulses away from the soma; they differ from dendrites 

in function, length and shape. Neuron do not have more than one axon, as most axons sometimes branch 

generously, those with no axon transmits signals from their dendrites. 

Biological and Artificial Neurons: 

The biological neurons constitute the foundational blocks of the human brain. Artificial neurons forms ANNs 

which are computer algorithms inspired by biological neuron and modeled after the brain to perform specific 

computational tasks (Mano, 2014) [13]. 
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Figure 2 Model of an Artificial Neuron Structure  

The above figure 2 shows a model of an artificial neuron described in 1943 by McCulloch and Pitts. It consists 

of inputs with an electrical impulse represented in (1) or with no electrical impulse represented as (0) (Reed 2015) 

[7]. A weight is associated with each input value which is multiplied by the activation function. If the weighted 

sum of the input is greater than or equal to θ, then the neuron fires and returns 1, if not, it does not fire but returns 

0. In addition, a neuron has a beginning for activation and a number of weighted associations to neighboring. 

When the sum of the activation a neuron receives from its neighbors is greater than its beginning of activation, it 

fires and passes along this intensity to neighboring neurons. Training the network involves modifying the 

associate weights of connections to perform certain tasks which accounts for learning. Artificial neuron forms the 

basis of artificial neural networks (ANNs). In the 1950’s, it became a focus of computer science research because 

at that time, it was said that humans do not have the power of remembering and the speed of computer but they 

are capable of intricate actions and reasoning. Interconnecting neurons are generally form networks which are 

mainly of two types, ANN and biological neural network (BNN). 

III. NEURAL NETWORKS  

Biological Neural Networks 

The neural network in the brain is a mutually joined web of biological neurons conducting complex distributions 

of electrical signals. The human brain can anatomically be distinguished into several divisions such as the cortex, 

brainstem, and cerebellum etcetera. It can further be divided into several areas and regions according to the 

functions performed by them, and the in-built structure of the neural network anatomy. 

 
Figure 3 Parts of Human Brain 

Figure 2.0 shows different anatomical areas of the human brain consisting of biologically interconnected neurons. 

In biological neural network dendrites receive input signals which fires an output based on the input signals 

(Darian, 2015) [8]. The overall pattern of neural linkage (projections) between the various areas is very 

complicated, and not all information about them is known. 

 
Figure 4 A Biological Neuron Network 
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The above figure 4 shows a biological neural network formed by an interconnected nerve cell. Apart from that 

forming long-range connection with neighboring neurons, they also link up with other nerve cells to form complex 

and dense local networks. The general brain architecture contains many networks of interconnected neurons, each 

utilizing biochemical reactions to send, receive and process information. The synapse is a small gap where the 

terminal button of each neuron is connected to other neurons which can be seen in Fig 2.2 which shows a neuron 

forming a synapse through the connection of its axon endings with the dendrites of another neuron. The dendrite 

serves as the input device which receives electrical signals or impulses from other neurons. The cell body or soma 

gives a summation of inputs from the dendrites which causes excitation or inhibition. When the summation of 

inputs from the dendrites is greater than a certain beginning, the neurons are excited and fires along the axon 

resulting in an output. 

 
Figure 5 A neuron Forming Synapse 

A neuron typically receives input from other neurons via dendrites as seen in figure 5. The dendrites are connected 

to many neighboring neurons in a way that a negative or positive charge is received by a dendrite when a neurons 

fires (Mann 2011) [14]. The strengths of all charges receives and are added approximately together via temporal 

and spatial summation process, and once the  input goes beyond a sufficient level, an electrical pulse is discharged 

which travels to the next neuron(s) or receptor(s) through the axon. This activity results in depolarization and a 

period of refraction where the neuron is less excited and unable to fire. The final part of the axon of a neuron 

forms the output zones that just touch the dendrites of the next neuron. Chemicals called neurotransmitters are 

released from a neuron and they effects the transmission of Impulse to the next neuron binding at their receptor 

to form a linkage between the two neurons called a synapse (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6 Synapse 

The word “synapse” comes from the term “synaptic” which Sir Charles Scott Sherrington and colleagues coined 

from the Greek word “sin-” which means together and “hatpin” which means to catch (Cooper end.). Synapses 

are vital to neuronal function and they are meanest by which neurons pass signals are individually to target cells 

(Cooper end.). At the synapse, the plasma membrane of the presynaptic neuron comes into close association with 

the postsynaptic cell membrane (Cooper end.). Both pre- and postsynaptic locales contain a collection of 

molecular system that carry out the signaling process and link their membranes together. The presynaptic part is 

located on an axon in many synapses, while some presynaptic sites can be found on a dendrite or cell body. Two 

different basic types of synapses exist, namely, (a) The chemical synapse and (b) The electrical synapse. 
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IV. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

ANN is a computational system that processes information in parallel collectively in every part of a network of 

nodes (neuron) (Hoffman, 2014) [15]. In ANNs the individual neurons (also called nodes) receive input, process 

and produce an output; the system of closely connected numerous, neurons exhibits intelligent and rich behaviors. 

The ANN can be described as a data processing pattern influenced by manner the human nervous systems process 

information. Analysis of ANNs shows that it is a method of data analysis, which imitates the method and 

functioning of the human brain. It consists of many highly joined neurons working in accords towards a specific 

task. As part of AI, ANNs tries to make computers impersonator the capabilities of human brain in the way it 

processes information. The ANNs are programmed to replicate the functions of the neural structure/architecture 

of the human brain. They are adaptive, flexible, adjusting and learning with numerous and various external and 

internal incentive. 

The capabilities of ANNs has been organized over the years problems with varying degrees of complexity and in 

various fields of application that represents how neural networks probably function and learn in a biological 

environment. The computational characteristics of ANNs includes model designed with an ability to organize, 

learn, adapt, or generalize data. The process of learning occurs by training with examples using algorithms to 

alternatively adjust the weights of interconnected neurons to bring about the desired input–output relationships. 

This process has been used to a great extent in model, optimization, calibration, and pattern recognition. The 

ANNs are applied in medicine for the diagnosis of diseases, and have shown good prospects in calculating the 

biological and physic - chemical properties of drugs. In recent years, the pharmaceutical applications of ANN 

reviewed that the aqueous solubility of drugs using several molecular descriptors have been calculated using 

ANNs. It has been suggested that by designing, testing and using the appropriate ANNs, predictions of the binding 

energy of drugs on basis of structural descriptors describing the structure of selected basic drugs could be possible. 

V. General architecture of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)  

Artificial neurons are the basic units of ANNs; they are interconnected with  no central control and work in 

parallel. Neurons in ANNs are often organized into layers, with one layer connected to adjacent layers. Each 

neuronal interconnection has an associated weight and updating these weights leads to learning within the 

network. The ANNs receives inputs, and produces outputs depending on weight and the way the interconnections 

change the input signals which undergoes modification and is transmitted to connected neurons if they receive 

signal exceeds a certain beginning (Coagula and Lasik 2012) [9]; the resulting output is generated by the non-

propagating output layers. Neurons of an ANNs are sequentially structured into layers and linked to neighbors by 

variable connection weights, and each layer can have several different neurons with various transfer functions. 

ANNs learned by the example just like the human brain varying the connection strengths between neurons which 

involve removing or estivating connections between neurons; stronger connections are frequently activated. 

ANNs are configured for a particular application (e.g. data classification, pattern recognition) through a learning 

process similar with biological systems that involves by adjusting synaptic connections existing between the 

neurons. The composition of ANNs is often categorized into layers of communication such as: 1) Input layers 2) 

Hidden and 3) Output layers. The input layer is configured to a set of values, while computations by the hidden 

layers update the values from the input layer to the output layers. The variety of tasks where ANNs have been 

applied includes:  

(a) Artificial Intelligence: ANN can be applied in estimating the mathematical functions and extracting image 

features for optical character recognition. The autonomous land vehicle of an ANN was used to retrieve features 

about the road to navigate an unmanned vehicle by Carnegie Mellon University's NAVLAB. They have been 

incorporated in game playing, voice recognition, detection of explosives and filtering unsolicited emails.  

(b) Learning: This can be supervised or unsupervised learning. Back propagation is the most popular method for 

training the networks, and it is simplified by a statistical method that update weights based on its difference from 

the desired output, and various algorithms can be used to search for the optimal set of weights. Gradient decent, 

an optimization method that searches at each step in the direction that comes to the closest to the goal is the most 

common algorithm. 

(c) Adaptive learning: An ability to learn how to do tasks is based on the data given for training or initial 

experience.  

(d) Self-Organization: An ANN can create its own organization or representation of the data is obtained during 

the learning period.  

(e) Fault Tolerance via Redundant Information Coding: the ability of network to retain its capabilities following 

major network damage.  

(f) Real Time Operation: this involves computations undertaken in parallel using special physical devices.  
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Reasons for the study of ANNs in Neuroscience and Medicine:  

ANNs are much similar than their biological counterparts as they are composed of fewer artificial neurons they 

are approximately 100 billion neurons that make up the human brain. ANNs are of great interest in neuroscience 

because they help the model to understand aspects of biological neural systems and behavior is stimulating the 

neural systems of simple animals. It has been hypothesized that a unique way of understanding the functions of 

the brain and building the intelligence is used in models of brain. Since the brain inspires a model of computation 

that differs with how computers are being programmed, ANNs becomes an interesting area of study that seeks to 

implement this model. However, unlike ANNs the brain consists of asynchronously distributed concurrent 

processes, with no master controller, unlike modern day computers that have inert memory and processors.  

ANNs is an area of research interest in medicine and it is believed that in the coming years there would be more 

relevant application to biomedical systems. Currently, this area is focused on recognizing diseases via scans, for 

example, the use of CAT scans, cardiograms, and ultrasonic scans, modeling systems and parts of human body 

and so on. The recognition of diseases using scans and ANNs reduces the need for a specific disease identifying 

algorithm and how to recognize the disease since the network learns by training from a set of selected example 

that represents the variations of the disease of interest. In the field of medicine, ANN can be applied in the 

following:  

(a) Diagnosing biological System via Neural Modeling: Neural model is used in medical diagnosis to model 

human biological systems in such a way that by comparing the model with real time physiological measurements 

of vital signs is very different in physical activities adverse health conditions could be diagnosed quite early 

making disease detection much easier. This model is tailored to an individual it is very well in becoming a model 

representing that individual’s physical condition can undergo through adaptation without an expert supervision. 

Sensor fusion, is an aggregation of various sensor values  in order to learn complicated associations among sensor 

values is another application of ANN. Sensor fusion is useful in medical diagnosis and model as it is allowed for 

the detection of complicated health conditions by aggregating data from several sensors.  

(b) Electronic noses: This is an area of Ann’s application in telemedicine at remote surgical locations to detect 

smells which can be transmitted by means of a computer to be recreated at a location with a fragrance generation 

system. Telemedicine are medical activities done through communication links over long distances. This 

transmission is essential to a surgeon because tale-smell enhances tale-present surgery.  

(c) Instant Physician: This application was developed in the mid of 1980s; it is trained auto-associative memory 

neural network to archive medical records for individual patient. After training, the application (Instant physician) 

can be presented with an input in order to find the correct pattern that represents the optimal treatment and 

diagnosis. The ability of a neural network to adjust its structure and learned over the time is what it makes it quite 

essential.  

Benefits of ANNs in AI  

ANNs is involved in so many exciting applications of AI. Their benefit includes:  

1. Back propagation Nets  : Back propagation nets learn to generalize and classify patterns. When they are 

presented with a pattern, they are interconnected between the artificial neurons and can adjust until they give a 

correct response. Back propagation nets are one of the popular ANNs; their foundational configuration is to do 

with interconnected layers of neurons. The patterns of this network topology cause unidirectional information 

flow, then the errors "back propagate" in changing the weights of connections between layers in another direction. 

A successful example of back propagation nets is Net Talk which was invented by Terry Sejnowski at the Salk 

Institute in La Jolla, California. This net learns to read English or any other language that is widely used to read 

for the blind people. Basically, after sufficient training of back propagation nets with a number of patterns, they 

give correct responses to patterns they have never seen.  

2. Hopfield Nets : The Hopfield Nets was invented by John Hopfield, a physicist at California Institute of 

Technology. The basic configuration of the Hopfield net is that every artificial neuron is interconnected to other 

neurons. These nets memorize the collections of patterns; when it is given in a section of the patterns or a distorted 

pattern, the net delivers the complete pattern. For instance, a partial print or a dirty print, the Hopfield net can 

deliver the complete fingerprint. Hopfield nets have been applied in fingerprint recognition. NASA uses Hopfield 

nets to orient deep-space craft by visualizing a star field. When the craft looks at a picture of the stars, a Hopfield 

net can be matched by the views with the known pictures of the stars to orient the craft.  

3. Self-Organizing Maps : This was invented by Trevor Cohune a Finnish professor and is simply known as 

Cohune nets. The basic configuration consists of each artificial neuron connected to their neighbors. Cohune nets 

reduce the complexity of experimentally obtained data because repeated training of the Cohune net with an n-

dimensional data set can produce a lower dimensional data set that captures the essential nature of the n-

dimensional data set in a much simpler form. A major application of self-organizing maps is to implement in 
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several projects looking for a simpler way to understand the Internet. Cohune nets are regularly used as a 

preprocessor for other types of ANN. 

VI. Intelligence & Artificial Intelligence 

  Modern human being, were named as “Homo sapiens” which means “Wise man”. Humans have 

capability of thinking, reasoning, recognition, acting, learning and behaviors. Neisse believes that “Intelligence” 

of one is a degree by which it can be compared to a typical intelligent subject [16]. Intelligence or intelligent can 

be defined in various ways depending upon the culture, status and language. The Word “Intelligence” originates 

from Latin word stimulate, which means generate [17]. This gives the idea that word intelligence means to 

generate information. Although, the word intelligence has no clear scientific definition but can be defined under 

various way. Hanover believes that intelligence is the collection of various attributes such as perception, 

reasoning, adaption and learning, autonomy, creativity and organization [18].  

Focusing these aspects in robots, Asimov proposed three general laws for the robot [19], described as under:  

 Robot should not harm human being and not allow them to harm themselves.  

 Robot should follow the instruction provided by human beings, except if the instruction conflicts with first law.  

 Robot should protect itself, as long as it does not conflicts with first two laws.  
A robot following the Asimov’s laws must possess capability of acting automatically and is able to perceive 

human actions. To act automatically in this world and ability to perceive human actions, a robot must possess 

intelligence like humans do. Although many of the commercial machines, from home appliances to motor 

vehicles, are claimed to be intelligent, however those who are lacked in general intelligence. Field of “Artificial 

Intelligence” (AI) was emerged as a field of robotics to introduce intelligence in the robots. Nilsson relates the 

terms such as perception, reasoning, 

Adaption and learning, autonomy, creativity and organization, possessed by human beings with artificial 

intelligence as well [20]. He believes, that an artificial system is said to be intelligent if it is possessed by the 

capability of perception, reasoning, action, autonomy, organization and adaption and learning. In broad sense, 

goal of AI is to develop machines which can think and act as humans do.  

In 1956, first conference was held on artificial intelligence [21]. It was anticipated that soon machine may be 

replaced with human beings for different tasks which are dangerous or boring for the humans. Initially, focus of 

AI researcher was developing a machine to reason only rather than to reason and act. That is why initial focus 

was on top-down approach of intelligence machines, focusing reasoning and thoughts in machines [22]. That’s 

why; initial theory about the artificial intelligence was that it is studied by the information processing for problems 

[23]. 

VII Human Brain Inspired Ai Models  

Bio-inspired artificial learning systems are very popular in AI since the beginning of AI. AI researcher focusing 

on this approach tries to stimulate humans like processing in machines. In human psychology it was believed that 

heart is central part of thinking and reasoning. In 1664 a book on human brain, “Anatomy of the Brain”, was 

published by English physician, who is described by the brain and it was responsible for the mental functions 

[24]. Working of the human brain was studied by the biologists for further explanation about the human thinking. 

In 19th century biologists proposed two different theories about brain functions. One theory considers brain cells 

works all together for mental tasks, while other theory, Neuron theory, considers brains cells working 

independently for mental tasks. In later research has become a clear that brain works in small networks of neurons 

and different parts of brain response to specific tasks [25]. Neurons consist of nucleus, cell body, axon and 

dendrites. Neurons receive signals from other neurons via dendrites and pass to other via axons and synapse. A 

typical neural structure is shown in figure 7.  

 
Figure 7 Neuron Structure 
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ANN is the structures of interconnected units, neurons, implemented mostly in software but are possible to 

implement in hardware as well. Each unit in the ANN emits a signal to all connected units when it is activated. 

Activation occurs when input signal to the unit is greater than the beginning. It is believed that ANN represents 

processing in biological system, human brain. A generic ANN architecture is shown figure 8. Learning in AI is 

adapted by changing network architecture and weights of the network connections [10]. There are three main 

learning paradigms; supervised, unsupervised and hybrid. But there are certain limitations in the ANN as well, 

like learning pattern should be defined, weights changed accordingly and information to be accessed as it is 

defined. 

 
Figure 8 A Typical ANN Architecture 

ANNs are very popular among robotics and AI research community, due to remarkable characteristics such as 

learning, noise tolerance and generalization [11]. ANN is also provided in the parallel processing of the system. 

ANN consists of network(s) containing small processing units. Which resembles the networks of neurons in the 

brain, hence called artificial neural network.  

ANN is now being used in wide range of robotic and other computational models. ANN are seems to be very 

useful while learning, it involves a single task or a predefined environment. ANN systems are trained in the 

environment to perform the task that is provided and task to be learned. ANN network are very fast due to parallel 

processes in the network, however the learning (training) takes longer and more computation. These networks do 

not seem very reliable when environmental conditions are changed from the one it is trained.  

Apart from ANN there are other efforts in the field of AI, some of them are still in progress. These are biologically 

inspired artificial brain architectures. Following is the developments in neural science and considering “Brain as 

the seat of mid” researchers started developing the stimulation of human brain processing for the machines. 

Describe these architectures as large scale brain stimulations. Blue Brain project is the part of biologically inspired 

research, in which researcher are trying to stimulate the neural processing in human brain. Supported by IBM, 

researcher is trying to develop the stimulation of cerebral cortex using super computer. Project involves 

reconstruction of multilevel processing of neuron layers and synapse. This project, as assumed, will be able to 

stimulate the processing of any part of the human brain if specific information provided. 

Even though Bio-inspired brain stimulation projects are in great importance in the field of AI and have produced 

an interesting result, however these projects are still lacked in human like learning and not very costly [12]. 

However such project seems to be very useful to understand the neural processing of sensory information 

perception building. 

VIII. Why we need brain-like intelligence 

Scientists have spent a lot of time in researching and implementing complex solutions involving brain-like 

intelligence. It is obvious that some of the task are very easily completed by a computer, but tasking for humans. 

If a computer has to find the square root of 864,900 for example, an algorithm implemented using a line of code 

produces the output is less than a millisecond; but for humans this is a difficult task and will require more time. 

On the other hand, some task that are simple for humans, are not so easy for a computer. If a human is shown a 

picture of a mice or an African giant rat, they will be able to identify as they do not need a machine to perform 

such task.  

One of the reasons why we need brain like intelligence to performs task challenging for a machine but easy for 

humans. An example is pattern recognition used in computing. Applications that require brain-like intelligence 

includes a collection such as facial recognition, optical character recognition like converting handwritten or 

printed scans into digital text. These neural network applications use AI algorithms. Another reason is that a 

computerized neural network performs optimally than the brain in the context of speed. The brain cannot process 

information in the amount of time it takes a computer due to the inability to concentrate for a very long period to 
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perform a task. Moreover, the human brain programs itself in response to input from its senses and when there 

are large number of input variables, the task becomes very difficult to visualize, although the brain has the 

potential to eventually solve this kind of problem.  

 
Figure 9 Human Brains and AI Structure 

 

Saw the Figure 9 is represent the Artificial Intelligent (AI) is same work as Human Brain.  Naturally self-effacing, 

it is extremely difficult for a human to solve tasks involving a twelve-dimensional boundary divided by a thirteen-

dimensional space into possibilities of events because our brains learned from infancy how to perform three-

dimensional tasks so anything more would be difficult to learn. While conventional computers and the brain share 

some similarities and differences, in order to achieve true human-level intelligence a brain-like information 

processing is needed. 

X. CONCLUSION 

 Although AI is more than half century old but we don’t have machines with human general intelligence 

yet. There are two main reasons for this; not enough developments in the field of neuroscience to understand that 

the human brain processing and inadequate technology to process information as fast as human brains. Earlier 

researchers from AI focused on human brain and biology to impersonator human brain like intelligence. In last 

decade, researcher also focused on developmental psychology for understanding human intelligence. Also 

embodied agents were used in the researches rather than just stimulation. This is widely accepted in robotics 

community that AI system needs bio embodied and act in the environment to learn and build intelligence.  

Developmental psychology deals with the physical development of human body, language acquisition and 

cognition over lifespan. Humans learn and develop knowledge about surrounding over the life span .Human 

bodies have different sensors, and has limited capabilities and develops over time. Like human vision develops 

over earlier months of life. Similarly poor muscles and muscle control limits infants to sit stand and walk. This 

makes humans to perform and perceive with certain constraints and with the time, and learning, these constraints 

are removed and make human to develop knowledge hierarchical.  

We believe that to develop a human intelligence, an artificial intelligence should possess body, to act, cognitive 

capability, to learn, and constrained system, resembling humans, to learn and build hierarchical knowledge. Also 

large scale brain stimulation will help further to understand the human brain and information processing within 

it. 

It is very clear that neural networks are beneficial for biology, medicine and computing because they can be 

trained to learn from example which makes them relevant in providing solution for a Catalogue of modern days. 

ANNs are computationally useful for real time applications because of their quick response and parallel 

architecture. In biology and medicine ANNs have been used in biological systems model of living organisms to 

examine their internal architecture. Even though the reasoning foundations of neural networks have a huge 

potential, scientist which will achieve the optimal output by combined them with computing. In general, putting 

a neural network into a computer allows it to make intelligent judgments. Computerized neural networks can 

function in different ways that represents an improvement upon the brain's own processing mechanisms. 
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